* 4D3N Macau, Zhuhai + Zhongshan Tour *
(Roulette Package)
Day 1:

Arrival to Macau

On arrival in Macau airport or pier, take hotel shuttle transfer to your hotel and check-in for a night stay.
The rest of the day is free at your own leisure.

Day 2:

Macau - Zhuhai

(Breakfast, Lunch)

Check-out in the morning and meet in your hotel lobby to embark on a Macau city tour and explore its rich
colonial history and culture:
 Step into the Historic Centre of Macau, listed on the list of UNESCO World Heritage Sites in 2005 –
First, visit the Ruins of St. Paul. The ruins of the 16th century St. Paul’s College and Church of St. Paul
are one of the city’s best known landmarks. Next, proceed to Nacha Temple – a Chinese folk religion
temple built in 1888 dedicated to the worship of the deity Na Tcha. Following, check out the St.
Dominic Church, a late 16th century Baroque-style church noted for its mixture of European and local
Macanese features in its design. Thereafter, stop by the Cathedral, also known as the Church of the
Birth of Virgin Mary, the most influential church in Macau first built in 1576. Then, take beautiful
photos at the Senado Square which is paved with colourful mosaic of cobblestones surrounding a
contemporary fountain with a metallic globe. Located directly in front of the square is the Leal Senado
Building – the city’s original municipal chamber, a function it maintains to date. The Portuguesecolonial style General Post Office Building is also situated near the square.
 Following, stop by one of the oldest and most famous Taoist temples in Macau – the A-Ma Temple that
was built in 1488. It is dedicated to Matsu, the goddess of seafarers and fishermen.
 After that, proceed to Macau Tower (ground floor), the city’s iconic landmark that has welcomed many
national leaders and important figures since its inauguration in December 2001 (optional to level 58
observation lounge and level 61 adventure deck).
 Head to the interchange at Fisherman's Wharf to enjoy your lunch and free time to explore the area.
 After lunch, visit the Taipa Village that offers you a glimpse of the city’s village life in the past. You will
get to tour Our Lady of Carmo Church, Carmo Hall, The Taipa House and Rua do Cunha nestled along
the narrow streets and lanes of the lovely old district. You may try out the popular tasty local snacks
here at your own expense.
 Immerse in the nostalgic atmosphere at the old Coloane town. You can explore Largo do Presidente
Antonio, Ramalho Eanes and Chapel of St. Francis Xavier or try the original yummy local egg tarts
here.
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 After that, head to the City of Dreams along the Cotai Strip, housing high-end hotels, mega-casino and
over 200 shopping and entertainment facilities. You may wish to watch a show at the world’s largest
water extravaganza – House of Dancing Water here (own expense) or enjoy your free time at the
Venetian Resort, a famous luxurious Italian-themed hotel cum casino directly opposite City of Dreams.
 Finally, transfer to Macau border where your Zhuhai tour guide will welcome and pick you up at the
Zhuhai gate to transfer to the hotel for check-in.

Day 3:

Zhuhai – Zhongshan – Macau

(Breakfast, Lunch)

After breakfast, your tour guide will bring you on a beautiful coastal city tour in Zhuhai and Zhongshan to
the following attractions:
 First, you will be driven to Zhuhai Lovers’ Road to check out the great scenery along the longest coastal
sightseeing road while travelling on the bus.
 Next, stop at the Fisher Girl Statue to pose for photos with the symbol of Zhuhai along Lovers’ Road.
 After that, visit The Former Residence of Dr. Sun Yat-sen located in Cuiheng Village, Zhongshan. Dr.
Sun’s former residence was listed as the National Cultural Heritage Protection Unit by the State Council
in 1986.
 Following, check out great bargains at the jewelry shop before enjoying a sumptuous seafood lunch.
 After lunch, visit the Putuo Temple followed by a shopping stop at BaoShuTang shop.
 Lastly, make a stop at Gongbei Shopping Plaza for a bargain shopping spree!
 Transfer back to Macau gate and take hotel shuttle to return to your hotel in Macau for overnight

Day 4:

Departure From Macau

(Breakfast)

 Check-out and take hotel’s shuttle transfer to airport or pier for your onward journey.
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